FOLLOW US ON INSTA

WANT TO JOIN A CLUB?

WANT TO KEEP UP TO DATE WITH ALL LAMC CLUBS?

WANT TO INTERACT WITH LAMC CLUBS?

LAMC CLUBS

L.G.B.T.Q CLUB
@lgbtq.club.lamc

- Here to provide a safe space and bring awareness to everything LGBTQ

DANCE CLUB
@lamcdanceclub

- Fostering the love for dance while encouraging students to express themselves artistically

S.N.A.C CLUB
@snacclub

- Promoting healthy living without having to sacrifice the joy of life

ALPHA GAMMA SIGMA
@alphagammamasigma

- The honors club that pushes students to excel beyond their academia

M.E.C.H.A
@mechadelamc

- Present to provide raza empowerment at LAMC

LAMC ESPORTS CLUB
@lamcesports

- Bringing fellow pc players together and educating you on everything Esports

CHILD DEVELOPMENT CLUB
@lamicdc

- Advocating and bringing awareness to child needs

MULTI-CULTURAL CLUB
@lamcmulticulturalclub

The Club's purpose is to enrich in the students of LAMC of different cultures

MUSIC CLUB
@lamcmusicclub

The Club's purpose is to bring students who have a passion for music